IN CUBA HUMAN RIGHTS ARE FULLY APPLIED

Cuba Revolution, throughout its history, has been faced with continuous political attacks and policies of US government that aim to destroy Cuban people’s struggle for a liberty revolution. This goes on incessantly. A foreign policy in political, economical, cultural, diplomatic, military, psychologic and ideological areas towards a country has never been committed so expansively and fiercely like this.

This undeclared war against Cuba is a continuation of the economical, commercial, financial embargo of United States government. In order to apply hostility and aggression policy towards Cuba, US government uses mercenary groups among the Cubans who are betrayers and who conspire to subvert the Cuban constitutional order. To maintain those betrayers’ activities in Cuba, they even do not hesitate to use their diplomats shamefully in suitcase commerce in order to supply required allowance and overflow of money. All of this vile activities have been executed by the organizations and supporters of terrorist attacks against Cuba. These organizations controlled by USA, violate the right of Cuban people in taking free decision and try to violate the legal constitutional orders.

One of the attacks against Cuba of the USA, last country which can talk about human rights and democracy (just think about tortures at the Guantanamo base), is the intervention to its politics and election system. North American Imperialism with its propagandist power has been directing all its means towards the system in Cuba. In order to execute its anti-Cuban policies, US government has established and financed mercenary groups which are named as “defenders of human rights” and “peaceful dissidents”

Cuba revolution has saved the people of Cuba, has given their freedom, and has secured them. Cuban people have eliminated racisim, gender discirimination towards women, favoritism, political corruption, crime rate and political emptiness, illiteracy, continual unemployment, health problems, ideological delusion. They have also overcome imperialist fake culture and the activation of the masters of this culture which have emposed hunger and poverty as people’s fate.

Cuba policy system is the representation of Cuban people’s own willpower. As for its legal status, it is proper and local as a matter of fact it is more democratic and participating.

Cuban people had intensively experienced the misgovern of the liberal bourgeois democracy. They had badly experienced subjection to a externalization, corruption, dishonest policy and administration, hunger, physical abuse and torture, loss, illiteracy, unemployment in all sectors, discrimination, institutional racisism, as a result of these; pluralist partisanship and representation.

From its beginning, Cuba revolution has struggled for maintaining a model in order to cure these harmful wounds. For the first time in Cuba history, the revolution has assured Cuban people to carry out all of the rights without any deviation. Cuba revolution has committed to develop proper humanitarian projects which support social justice and equality and it has fulfilled its commitments.

Democracy in Cuba does not represent a formal and abstract concept. It works up on humanity, resources needs, their supply and demand. It assures complete participation to the
administration. Democracy is the public government, established by the public, it is public and it is for public. Cuban people keep on progressing in the current transformation of revolutionary process in order to reinforce democracy and pluralistic participation.

Cuba has constructed a social system on a constitutional state where legal preservation has been assured and, where all resources have been generated for all the people in order to benefit from complete human right.

It is Cuba, the only existing example, to the nations of the whole world, that presents how human rights have been experienced.

The characteristics of true modern human are: abolishing all kind of discrimination, a hundred percentage in literacy, free education and health care services for everybody etc. In such conditions Cuba has enlightened the viewpoint of humankind.

And Cuba has fulfilled all of its achievements inspite of US government’s blockade which also contains medicine and medical materials. It is that much obvious who stand up for human rights and who violate.

Long live Cuba!
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